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No matter where you may be on your spiritual journey, the greatest lesson you may ever learn 
is how to love yourself, your gifts, and your challenges. The Self-Love Oracle will help you 
unlock the power to heal yourself, overcome your self-sabotaging habits, and create a mindful 
life. This gorgeous oracle is a guidebook and 44 cards, each bearing a different affirming and 
loving message. Featuring Janet Chui’s fantasy watercolor paintings paired with her advice for 
self-care, setting boundaries, and loving yourself, this deck will help you affirm your self-worth, 
purpose, and gifts. Visit janetchui.com.

by Janet Chui

International Rights: FRENCH

Coming May 2021
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspirational
128 pgs, 44 cards  | 5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-817-1 
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

International Rights: 

Coming November 2021
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspirational
128 pgs, 44 cards  | 5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-TK  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

by Karen Noé illustrated by Marie Antoinette Kelley

Angel Quest Oracle

Angel Quest Oracle is a 44-card deck offering the wisdom and guidance of the angels. Written 
by psychic medium, spiritual counselor, and healer Karen Noé, with ethereal artwork by  
Marie Antoinette Kelley, Angel Quest Oracle will provide grace-filled answers to everyday  
questions and concerns. Visit karennoe.com and makfineart.com.

The Self-Love Oracle

by Kelly T. Smith

Intuitive Life-Coaching Oracle

Intuitive Life-Coaching Oracle offers you guidance for any daily issue or emotional challenge 
you may face. Once you have identified your emotional challenges and brought them into your 
awareness, you are free to make new choices and to live a life that you design consciously—
instead of one you unconsciously accept as your reality. If you are ready to go within, to ask 
the right questions, to see the truth, and to take full responsibility for your life and your future, 
these are the oracle cards for you. Originally an app with 400,000 downloads, now a  
physical deck. Visit intuitivelifecoachingwithkelly.com.

International Rights: FRENCH

Coming November 2020
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspirational
160 pgs, 77 cards  | 5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-737-2  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

sample artwork
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International Rights: AUSTRALIA/
NEW ZEALAND, FRENCH, SPANISH

Available Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Relationships
176 pgs, 45 cards  | 5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-702-0  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

by LON

Sacred Geometry of Relationships Oracle

Following the success of her Sacred Geometry Activations Oracle, quantum artist LON offers this follow-up deck focusing on 
relationships that can be used in any situation, from coworkers and familty to friends and lovers. Release your analytical mind to 
enter the domain of the subconscious and the soul to better understand any relationship. Visit lon-art.com.

International Rights: FRENCH

Available Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspirational
128 pgs, 48 cards  | 5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-735-8  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/
NEW ZEALAND, FRENCH

Available Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspirational
224 pgs, 64 cards  | 5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-731-0 
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

by Frédéric Calendini

Spirit Animal Oracle

Animals are not only beautiful companions on this earth, they are also powerful symbols. In shamanism, animal spirits (also called 
totem animals) are invoked for guidance and inspiration. They are used as archetypes and helpers, since every animal has a very 
specific energy with unique talents and skills you can call upon. Spirit Animal Oracle, created by Frédéric Calendini, is a beautifully 
illustrated 48-card deck that will help you reconnect with these benevolent and wise guides. You will be amazed at all the great 
advice and support the animal spirits have to offer! Visit fredericcalendini.com.

The I Ching, or Book of Changes, is one of the most ancient and revered divination systems. With sixty-four cards and a companion 
guidebook, Paul O’Brien’s Visionariy I Ching Cards provides a modern but faithful version of the ancient classic to help us manage 
the inevitable, unexpected, and sometimes confusing changes in our lives, especially in matters of strategic decision-making and 
timing. Visit divination.com.

by Paul O’Brien illustrated by Joan Larimore

Visionary I Ching Cards
THE BOOK OF CHANGES FOR INUITIVE DECISION MAKING
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Living in today’s fast-paced world can be draining on any woman—emotionally and physically. We can easily get caught up in 
the frenzy of everyday life and lose sight of what’s really important, but now you have help. The Soulful Wisdom card deck is 
the perfect daily tool for women who do too much. These 50 beautiful and inspiring cards and accompanying guidebook bring 
you back into focus, minimizing negative thoughts while helping you tap into your intuition. Use them throughout the day as 
a source of practical guidance whenever you need a little assistance. It’s time to put your well-being to the top of your priority 
list and the Soulful Wisdom cards will help you get there. Visit womenworking.com.

Soulful Wisdom

by Helene Lerner
CARDS FOR WOMEN WHO DO TOO MUCH

International Rights: SPANISH 
WORLD

Available Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration
128 pgs, 50 cards  |  5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-706-8  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

Quantum artist LON has created 44 Activations that encourage readers’ analytical minds to step aside so they can enter the domain 
of the subconscious and the soul, and connect to the quantum field—the space of infinite potential. Working with these cards on 
a daily basis will help you to think outside the box, create a deeper sense of peace in your life, and become a powerful conscious 
creator. Visit lon-art.com.

Sacred Geometry Activations Oracle

by LON

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/
NEW ZEALAND, FRENCH, GERMAN, 
SPANISH WORLD

Available Now!
Body, Mind, Spirit
160 pgs, 44 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-635-1  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

International Rights: 

Available Now!
Body, Mind, Spirit
160 pgs, 45 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-694-8  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

The Power Deck

by Lynn V. Andrews
THE CARDS OF WISDOM

After more than twenty years and hundreds of thousands of sales, Lynn Andrews’s The Power Deck is reborn in a stunning 
new edition. This oracular system of forty-five beautifully illustrated cards and its accompanying book presents the wisdom 
of the universe as it has been revealed through the Sisterhood of the Shields. Whether you pull a card a day or practice using 
one of the different card draws for specific soul searching, The Power Deck will reveal positive and negative aspects of your 
personality—the pieces of your personal puzzle that are present and those that are missing—and will convey lessons of power 
and facilitate meditative practice that will help build self-esteem and foster mastery over one’s life. Visit lynnandrews.com.
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by Matthew Smith

EXPRESS YOURSELF TO DE-STRESS YOURSELF

Color Me Buddha

Express your inner artist while finding your inner peace as you color the intricately lush and stunning drawings by artist 
Matthew Smith. The exquisite details he weaves into each of his creations brings you to a place of solemn contemplation. 
Let your creative energy flow to reach a place of harmony and meditation as you enter the world of Color Me Buddha.

sample colored images

International Rights:  KOREAN

Available Now!
Coloring Books For Grown-Ups/
Healing & Inspiration 
120 pgs  | 8 ½ x 11
Paperback  |  978-1-58270-639-9  
$9.99  ($12.99 in Canada) 

In the bustle of our everyday lives, it’s easy to be distracted by negativity and materialistic impulses. We forget that happiness 
and freedom are a state of mind and not an objective to be achieved. Based on the principles of Buddhism, Wisdom of the 
Buddha Mindfulness Deck reminds us that contentment, comfort, and joy are within our reach in every moment. Each card 
features an inspirational Buddhist quote and the vibrant and unique artwork of Matthew Smith, and the accompanying guide-
book offers deeper meditations inspired by Buddhist texts to help you attain the mindfulness you seek. 

Wisdom of the Buddha Mindfulness Deck

artwork by Matthew Smith

For the first time in twenty-five years, international bestselling author and teacher Lynn Andrews presents a new, more advanced oracle 

card deck. Bringing together Lynn’s teachings and Native American artist Robert Taylor’s spellbinding art, Sacred Vision Oracle Cards will 

guide deck users to a new level of self-awareness and harmony with life. Lynn’s books and previous deck have been translated into 14 

languages, and she reaches audiences throughout the world. Visit lynnandrews.com.

Sacred Vision Oracle Cards

by Lynn V. Andrews; illustrated by Robert Taylor

International Rights: 

Available Now!
Body, Mind, Spirit/Inspirational
120 pgs, 40 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-674-0  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

Available Now!
Global Community/Intuition/Spirituality 
& Faith
128 pgs, 29 cards  |  5 x  6 3⁄4  
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-649-8  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

International Rights: FRENCH
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by Andrea Smith

Enlighten Up Card Deck

Utilizing words of inspiration and feel-good artwork, Andrea Smith’s deck offers readers a fresh, positive outlook on life. Andrea 
draws on concepts of mindfulness, presence, nature, the divine, and so much more to create a well-rounded tool kit to inspire 
readers to have a full and happy life. Enlighten Up Card Deck is a call to action to use intention and inspiration in your own life 
to feel lighter, happier, and more at peace. Visit enlightenupcards.com and andreasmithgallery.com.

International Rights: 

Availablo Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration
80 pgs, 34 cards  |  5  x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-673-3  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada) 

Spanda Cards for the Entrepreneurial Spirit move you beyond habitual and reactive thinking and into a still and quiet mindset 
where creative leaps happen. The aphorism on each card—created using a synthesis of ancient, ageless practices, current 
thinking in psychology and business, and the authors’ own insights and experiences—is the message you need in this 
moment to remove the veil from your business or life dilemmas. And the accompanying guidebook offers additional insights, 
explanations, and takeaways with short, actionable steps. You may even find the answer to a question you didn’t know to ask. 
Visit holisticpr.com and pushingupword.com.

Spanda Cards for the Entrepreneurial Spirit

by Andrea Adler and Sheila Lewis
BRIDGING ANCIENT WISDOM AND BUSINESS ACUMEN

International Rights: 

Available Now!
Body, Mind, Spirit/Inspirational
136 pgs, 52 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾ 
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-686-3  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

International Rights: 

Available Now!
Coloring Books For Grown-Ups/
Healing & Inspiration 
120 pgs  |  8 ½ x 11
Paperback  |  978-1-58270-630-6  
$9.99  ($12.99 in Canada) 

by Andrea Smith

COLORFUL WISDOM FOR SPIRITUAL TRANSFORMATION

A Coloring Book Based on A Course in Miracles

sample colored images

Embark on a spiritual journey with original artwork by renowned artist Andrea Smith. Each page is filled with whimsical  
cherubs, indigenous beauties, and magical landscapes that, in conjunction with insightful lessons from the original A Course 
in Miracles, draw you into a serene meditation as you color. Visit andreasmithgallery.com.
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There was a time when goddesses and gods, the Feminine and Masculine Divine, were honored as two halves of a creative 
whole. Over time, our understanding of that sacred union has become distorted, and the Divine Feminine became feared, 
disrespected, and almost lost to the world. Again, she rises! This powerful deck invites you to rediscover the spirit of the  
Feminine Divine. Learn to connect and utilize this energy to solve modern problems with the profound creativity, love, 
strength, and joy of this timeless feminine wisdom. Visit themodernwitch.com.

Goddesses and Sirens

by Stacey DeMarco; illustrated by Jimmy Manton

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/ 
NEW ZEALAND, FRENCH

Available Now!
Young Adult Fiction/Legends, Myths, 
Fables
Ages 12+  |  176 pgs, 40 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-381-7  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

From bestselling author, coach, and speaker Shannon Kaiser comes a deck of fifty-six inspirational mantras with daily 
motivation to help readers align with their best selves. These mantras will help readers tune in to the flow of the  
universe, show themselves compassion when times are tough, and break free from emotional chains. The companion 
guidebook instructs how to internalize the truths contained within each card, as well as live each day intentionally.  
Visit playwiththeworld.com.

Find Your Happy Daily Mantra Deck

by Shannon Kaiser

Across the world women everywhere are rediscovering coloring as a way to unwind and reconnect with the free-flowing 
creativity we experienced as children. The Big Girls Little Coloring Book contains twenty-one evocative mandalas. Each is 
accompanied by a thought-provoking message and affirmation.

by Carol Omer

HEALING MANDALAS FOR RELAXATION AND  
STRESS RELIEF

Big Girls Little Coloring Book

sample colored mandalas

International Rights: CZECH, 
GERMAN

Available Now!
Coloring Books For Grown-Ups/
Healing & Inspiration 
88 pgs  | 11 x 8 ½
Paperback  |  978-1-58270-621-4  
$9.99  ($12.99 in Canada) 

International Rights: 

Available Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspiration
144 pgs, 56 cards  |  5  x 6 ¾
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-661-0 
$19.99 ($26.99 in Canada)
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This deck is full of great secrets that have been hidden for a long time. Within its pages are messages from magickal familiars, 
once the companions of shamans, witches, wizards, and wise ones—and now, they are here for you. These mystical allies 
possess the hidden knowledge of shapeshifting, camouflage, invisibility, and metamorphosis. They are ready to share  
their very honest, truly instinctual guidance for personal and planetary times of transition. Visit lucycavendish.com.au and 
strangeling.com.

Oracle of the Shapeshifters

by Lucy Cavendish; illustrated by Jasmine Becket-Griffith
MYSTIC FAMILIARS FOR TIMES OF TRANSFORMATION AND CHANGE

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/ 
NEW ZEALAND, DUTCH, FRENCH, 
GERMAN, JAPANESE, POLISH, 
SPANISH

Available Now!
Young Adult Fiction/Fairy Tales & Folklore/
General
Ages 12+  |  176 pgs, 45 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾  
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-376-3  
$24.99  ($33.99 in Canada)

With thirty-eight dramatically illustrated oracle cards and a clear, detailed guidebook to get you started, this powerful deck 
offers real guidance, powerful spells and invocations, and limitless inspiration from the Masculine Divine. This ancient yet time-
less wisdom will guide you through the twists and turns of life and teach you to utilize the energy of land, sea, heaven, earth, 
and underworld to solve modern problems. Embrace the true spirit of the masculine and discover your own power!  
Visit themodernwitch.com.

Gods and Titans

by Stacey DeMarco; illustrated by Jimmy Manton

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/ 
NEW ZEALAND, FRENCH

Available Now!
Young Adult Fiction/Legends, Myths, 
Fables
Ages 12+  |  160 pgs, 38 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-380-0  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

Find Your Happy Daily Mantra Deck

Available Now!
Young Adult Fiction/Girls & Women
Ages 12+  |  160 pgs, 45 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾  
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-305-3  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/ 
NEW ZEALAND, DUTCH, FRENCH, 
GERMAN, JAPANESE, POLISH, 
SPANISH

by Lucy Cavendish; illustrated by Jasmine Becket-Griffith

Oracle of Shadows and Light

Within the Oracle of Shadows and Light, be greeted by grumpy fairies, sassy witches, cheeky ghosts, and brazen beings. 
Quirky, haunting, and shadowy-sweet, these tell-it-like-it-is magickal messengers act as your unsettling yet irresistible  
guides to the diverging paths before you. Discover answers to all your questions, big or small. Develop your inner strength 
and intuition and find happiness and belief in the unique and amazing individual you are. Visit lucycavendish.com.au and 
strangeling.com.
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The bold fantasy styling of the Mythic Oracle deck goes beyond traditional serious tarot cards to offer fascinating entertain-
ment and real guidance in matters of love, creativity, family, and fulfillment through the ancient, timeless wisdom of Greek 
mythology. As exciting as they are insightful, the Greek gods, Titans, heroes, and magical beings of the Mythic Oracle deck 
reflect all types of human nature, and it is through their stories that we can better understand ourselves.

Mythic Oracle

by Carisa Mellado; illustrated by Michele-Lee Phelan
WISDOM OF THE ANCIENT GREEK PANTHEON

This boxed set of forty-eight beautiful water crystal images will enhance your life and balance your well being in many ways. 
Water is attempting to communicate something to us. Negative emotions prevent the water from crystallizing, while positive 
emotions allow it to develop into beautiful hexagonal shapes. Water crystals are illustrating this divine gift in their design, and 
the Water Crystal Oracle card deck provides access to that power. This cards feature Masaru Emoto’s dramatic photographs 
divided into four sets of twelve cards each, Healing Cards, Power Cards, Wisdom Cards, and Earth Cards. Use the Water 
Crystal Oracle to amplify your positive thoughts and feelings and bring the qualities and emotions you desire to yourself.  
Visit masaru-emoto.net/en and hado.com/ihm.

by Masaru Emoto

Water Crystal Oracle

International Rights: AUSTRALIA/ 
NEW ZEALAND, FRENCH

Available Now!
Young Adult Fiction/Legends, Myths, 
Fables/Greek & Roman
Ages 12+  |  160 pgs, 45 cards  |  5 x 6 ¾  
Box Kit  |  978-1-58270-325-1  
$19.99  ($26.99 in Canada)

International Rights: FRENCH,  
GERMAN, ITALIAN, JAPANESE, 
PORTUGUESE BRAZIL, ROMANIAN, 
TURKISH

Available Now!
Body, Mind & Spirit/Inspirational
16 pgs, 48 cards  |  3 4⁄5 x 5 2⁄5
Box Kit  |  978-1-57178-177-2  
$16.95  ($22.95 in Canada)


